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Welcome spring! Meet “REDEE”, the biggest E-sport arena in Japan in this March 

Try various sweet potato dishes at “THE SATSUMAIMO SHOW” 

And join events at “TOMICA 50th THANKS Festival” 

 

"REDEE" the biggest E-sport experience facility in Japan opens in Osaka!  

 

On 1st March 2020, Japan’s biggest and most modern E-sport arena in EXPOCITY. This is a 
place to hold tournaments and activities related to E-sport for every gamer and anyone who is interested 
in E-sport to experience the new style of gaming throughout the day. 

The arena is designed according to global standards to hold the competitions. This one of the 
biggest arenas in Japan also has a LED screen with a size of width 40 x height 8 Meters on tournament 
stage to hold various kind of E-sport competition. Moreover, there is a gaming PC area with professional 
specification PC and studios that can experience game streaming. 

Try out new experiences with REDEE at EXPOCITY by taking Osaka Monorail to Bampaku-kinen-
koen station and continue walking only 2 minutes. Find out more information about the E-sport arena at 
https://redee.game/ and information about the shopping mall at https://www.expocity-mf.com/expo/ 

 

Try exclusive sweet potato dishes at “THE SATSUMAIMO SHOW” 
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From 18th February until 15th March, “THE SATSUMAIMO SHOW” is being held at Mitsui 
Shopping Park Urban facilities. In the event, don’t forget to check out and try the time-limited exclusive 
international dishes with 6 kinds of sweet potatoes which will be cooked by the executive chef of each 
restaurant.  

  Don’t miss your chance to try the sweet potato rice with pot, homemade sweet potato dorayaki, 

Thai’s massaman curry with sweet potato and other dishes in total over 91 varies from main course to 

dessert! 

The facilities of Mitsui Shopping Park Urban which will hold the event are: 

Ginza Area 

Ginza Velvia-kan, GINZA TRECIOUS, GINZA GLASSE, ZOE Ginza, Kojun Building DINING & 
STORES. Access by Tokyo Metro train Ginza station or Tokyo Metro train Ginza-itchome station. 

Shinjuku Area 

Shinjuku Nakamuraya Building. Access by. Tokyo Metro train’s Marunouchi line Shinjuku station 
or JR Shinjuku station. 

Nihonbashi-Muromachi Area 

Nihonbashi Mitsui Tower, COREDO Muromachi, COREDO Nihonbashi. Access by Tokyo Metro 
train’s Ginza line Mitsukoshimae station or Tokyo Metro train’s Hanzomon line Mitsukoshimae station. 

Other areas 

Akasaka Biz Tower SHOPS&DINING. Access by Tokyo Metro train’s Chiyoda line Akasaka 
station or Tokyo Metro train’s Ginza line Akasaka-mitsuke station or Marunouchi line Akasaka-mitsuke 
station or Tokyo Metro train’s Ginza line Tameike-sanno station or Tokyo Metro train’s Namboku line 
Tameike-sanno station. 

Iidabashi Sakura Terrace. Access by JR train’s Sobu line Iidabashi station or JR train’s Chuo line 
Iidabashi station or take Tokyo Metro train’s Yurakucho line, Tozai line, Namboku line or Toei Subway 
Oedo line and get off at Iidabashi station. 

KASUMI DINING. Access by taking Tokyo Metro train’s Ginza line and get off at Toranomon 
station. Or take Tokyo Metro train’s Ginza line or Namboku line and get off at Tameike-sanno station. Or 
take Tokyo Metro train’s Chiyoda line, Hibiya line or Marunouchi line and get off at Kasumigaseki station. 
Or take Tokyo Metro train’s Chiyoda line or Marunouchi line and get off at Kokkai-gijidomae station. Or 
take Toei bus’s Hashi 63 line and get off at Kasumigaseki bus stop, then walk 3 minutes.  
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Okachimachi Yoshiike Main Store Building. Get there by taking Tokyo Metro train’s Ginza line 
and get off at Ueno-hirokoji station or Tokyo Metro train’s Hibiya line and get off at Naka-okachimachi 
station. Or take JR train and get off at Okachimachi station or take Toei Oedo line and get off at Ueno-
okachimachi station. 

 

Celebrate 50th-anniversary “TOMICA 50th THANKS Festival” at MITSUI OUTLET PARK KISARAZU 

 

 

 

 

 

TOMICA, die-cast car that is popular among children and collectors, celebrates 50th-anniversary 
by holding the “TOMICA 50th THANKS Festival”, an event where everyone can have fun at MITSUI OUTLET 
PARK KISARAZU from 20th March to 5th April 2020. 

 The event will be filled with various activities such as TOMICA’s history exhibition, photoshoot spot, 

a giant large model city display and other fun activities that will be different each period of time during the 

vent. Starting from 20th-22nd March with collecting stamps activity that can join a lottery to win a TOMICA 

product as a prize. On 28th-29th March, visitors can join the workshop and build the original TOMICA car 

model. And on 4th-5th April, meet and greet T-Kun the TOMICA TOWN main character. 

Come and have some fun at MITSUI OUTLET PARK KISARAZU by taking a bus directly from 

Haneda airport for 40 minutes or direct bus from Tokyo station for 45 minutes. Check out more information 

about the outlet at https://mitsui-shopping-park.com/mop/kisarazu/english/ 

 

References 

LaLaport EXPOCITY 

【Address】 2-1 Senribampaku Koen, Suita-shi, Osaka 

【Access】 Take Osaka Monorail train, get off at Bampaku-kinen-koen station and take 2-minutes walk  

【Number of stores】 Approximately 300 stores 
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【Website】  https://www.expocity-mf.com/expo/en/ 

 

MITSUI OUTLET PARK KISARAZU 

【Address】 3-1-1 Kaneda-Higashi, Kisarazu City, Chiba 

【Access】Take a bus from Tokyo station for 45 minutes. / take a direct bus from Haneda airport for 40 minutes. 

【Number of stores】 Approximately 308 stores 

【 Website 】https://mitsui-shopping-park.com/mop/kisarazu/english/  

# # # 

 

For mass-media information, please contact Vector Inc. (Vector Group) 

Saruta Saelim  Tel. 02-045-5164  E-mail info-th@vectorinc.co.jp 


